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Bethany Angus Editor

Kit Avid, Premiere, AFX

Broadcast

Celebrity Ex on the Beach, Series 3, Eps 3 and 8 Whizz Kid Entertainment MTV

MTV's stand out hit show Ex on the Beach is back, this time from Gran Canaria, refreshed and for the first time ever with
an exciting Celebrity line up.

Say Yes to the Dress with Tan France Angel Eye Media Discovery

8 x 60 min Entertainment, Lead Editor
Popular entertainment show which will see Queer Eye star Tan France help brides find their perfect dress.

Ex On The Beach, Series 11, Episode 6 Whizz Kid Entertainment MTV

60 min Reality
A group of eight singles are sent to enjoy a holiday in the sunshine, but they get a rude shock when their exes are invited
along to see what's happening.

Love Island: Aftersun, Series 8 Lifted Entertainment ITV2

4 x 60 min Entertainment
Live studio chat show with VTs. Featuring all the very latest gossip from Love Island, exclusive interviews with the
islanders, and input from a panel of celebrity superfans with their reaction to everything happening in the villa.

Brickies, Series 2, Eps 2, 5 and 6 Button Down BBC3

3 x 30 min Reality
Life on the building site - banter, fallouts and friendships. The bricklayers are building their lives brick by brick. But under
pressure, who's going to thrive with all the drama?

Gassed Up, Series 1, Ep 5 BBC Studios BBC3

60 min Factual Entertainment
Rapper and self-confessed petrolhead Mist takes on celebrity guests in a series of ambitious and exciting challenges.
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Munya and Filly Get Chilly, Series 1 Hungry Bear Media BBC 3

3 x 30 min Factual Entertainment
In each episode, presenters and viral comedy stars, Munya Chawawa and Yung Filly, will immerse themselves in the
sub-zero temperatures and take on Wim’s challenges, from breathing exercises to ice baths and beyond. They’ll have the
chance to collaborate musically with Wim (who loves a singsong) and they have lots of pranks for each other and the
celebs in store.

The Antiques Yard Studio Crook Channel 4

4 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Brand new series for More4. Follow Daniel Dawson-Gordon and his team at their reclamation yard in the heart of
Norfolk, as they restore and repair unique antiques, and bring the unloved back to life

Ultimate Rides, Series 2 Barcroft Studios A+E Networks

20 x 30 min Reality and Entertainment show
Her role included story editing, stitching and finishing across all episodes. A show for some of the most incredible
vehicles on the planet, from an underwater convertible, to the world’s most expensive SUV, to a Ferrari Dino that was
found buried in an LA garden.

Living Differently Barcroft Studios BBC3

6 x 10 min shorts
A series of short films for iplayer profiling inspirational people who have conditions that cause them to live their lives
differently – from twin boys with autism to a woman with two vaginas.

Miami Muscle Barcroft Studios Barcroft Studios

10 x 10 min shorts
Edited 3 seasons of popular, talent-led, reality-style digital series following personal trainer Rahki Giovanni. Viewers see
Rahki push her clients to the limit along with the challenges Rahki faces in her own life.

Transformed,My Extraordinary Family, Love Don’t Judge, Dating Different Barcroft Studios

70 x 10 min shorts
Digital Series focused on extraordinary lives of individuals and families. Edited episodes across multiple Barcroft Series /
Formats, for delivery across Snapchat, Facebook and YouTube.

To Wake Anew Hopscotch Films BBC1

30 min documentary
commissioned by Ewan Angus for the BBC about an accident that left Stuart with a life-changing brain injury. He and his
film-maker friend Ciaran reflect on their shifting 20-year friendship.
Director: Ciaran Pasi
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We Are Here Hopscotch Films SDI

12 min Documentary
A creative platform launched with the aim of highlighting and celebrating the work of BIPOC (black, indigenous, and
other people of colour) creatives across Scotland.
Documentary commissioned by SDI and Creative Scotland. Director: Ciaran Pasi
Official Selection Edinburgh International Film Festival, Berlin Film Festival.

Listen to Britain BFI BBC4

8 min Documentary
A short inspired by and celebrating the 75th anniversary of the original film ‘Listen to Britain’ with a vision to capture the
diversity of contemporary Britain.
Documentary commissioned by BFI and BBC4. Director: Callum Rice
Director: Jack Cocker

Pet Problems Pirate Productions CBBC

20 x 1 min Drama
20-episode live action children’s series with songs and graphics.
Director: Annie Griffin

Skills
Bethany is skilled in editing a broad range of programmes across broadcast and digital, with a strong background in
short form, entertainment and reality-style content. She delivers high quality work to deadline, with the ability to see
edits through from ingest to final delivery. And is experienced in music selection, sound effects, graphics and visual
transitions and enjoys working with pacy and stylised cuts.

Bethany can craft a narrative from inception or work with presenter-led scripts. From concept to completion she is
enthusiastic with creative input and ideas. RTS-award winning, BAFTA New Talent-nominated.
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